Trip Report Larch Valley/ Sentinel Pass
11.6 km,726 m

Early Saturday Sept 20 Janice, Tricia, Amanda, Don, Mark and new member Tianna set out on
a crisp morning for Larch Valley. We were joined at the Lake Louise overflow area by Tom,
Karen and Caroline.

We were on time for the first shuttle up to Moraine Lake parking lot. Kind of felt like a kid again
riding a school bus looking out the window getting our first glimpses of the golden larches ! As
expected a few other folks also wanted to enjoy the views and the parking lot was already

packed with vehicles and tour buses. We headed up the trail at a good pace and soon began
sharing stories of a wonderful summer spent exploring so many of the beautiful places this
country has to offer intrepid hikers. Having never hiked this trail I was anticipating some
beautiful sights, but I was still awestruck when we came to the bridge and saw the snow
covered peaks in the background and the vibrant colors of the larches in front.

After the usual photo stop and snack we continued on towards Sentinel Pass, with several
hundred other hikers, dogs, and families.

It was nice to see some small folks exploring the Rockies at such a young age. I always look at
the little ones as the future caretakers of the wonderful legacy our forefathers left us in the form
of a National Park system, so many years ago!

Once up to the top we split off up the left side to try and avoid some of the congestion and
enjoyed lunch out of the wind.

A lone peregrine falcon floated by searching for a snack, no doubt also enjoying a splendid fall
day and the beautiful blue sky. We watched some eager hikers head up Temple and chatted
with some American hikers who commented that they weren't sure why it had been so long
since their last visit to Banff ! After close to an hour we reluctantly gave up the view and began
the trek down. Back in the parking lot things had become more congested and the bus was
almost full for the return to our parking area. Having been one of the first cars in the overflow it
was amazing to see how many cars were then parked in the lot. Small wonder this hike has
been dubbed Larch Maddness !! Thanx to Janice for the excellent leadership, for driving, and
for letting me stay in your car after that hair color comment !! I just have one question. Isn't
there something in the bylaws about being both designated bear bait and trip reporter !!!!!!!! :)
Mark

